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Within the context of the above factors, this paper.hasiseveral

objectives. The first objective is to provide a general background"

.. .

"about the.cohort'to help interpret other papeh*Presented at the

'conference. A second objective is 4,-,o illustrate that. generalizations

made concerning the relationship between various socioeconomic 60
4

demographic, factors and differing dtTr.enstons of labor force activity

for.the overall.; cohort should be interpreted cautiously. Finally,

a number of the behavioral and attitudilal trends.presented.in this

papeE represent dramatic. new evideice about relatively regent D tterns
.

of change i# labor force beha=gior attitudes concerning wo k

attachment. The uniqueness of this evidence reflects the uniqueness

-the'data,set. Tie longitudinal nature of the data enables one to

follow the same -2omen over a five year period-1967 to 1972Lwhich,

as will be demonstrated, evidenced Major changes in social and "e'conoAlc

behavior patterns and attitudes.

An Abbreviated Demographic Profile-

While the basic dmograrhics for this group of women may be of

some interest in their own light, they are included here primarily as

an aid for interpreting the subseguelik sectkons on labc,x,,,f6rce;
wIna-wg oesc.{..r.CoerCPCPC.C....r .COC.CaC,C.C.Cre wa ,C+C

income and attitudinal patterns.

1Tfie separate black and'white statistics,presented ire weighted
so as to properly represent representative national cross-seckdons of
black and white women. The sample sizes:di "Ns" in the, tables
indicate the actual number of respondents in the relevant category.

4
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over a five year Period--1967 to 19722-Iwbich,

as will be demonstrated, evidenced 'major changes in social ancl.4cono4lc

behavior patterns and attitudes.
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While the basic demographics fot this group of women, may be of

some interest in their own light', they are included here brim'atily as

an aid for interpreting the subsequedt sections on labor...forne;
.....

.;
income and attitudinal patterns.

1Tae separate black and'white statistics yresented ire weighted
so as to properly represent representative national cross-sections of
black and white women. The sample sizes:bt "!s" in thetables
indicate the actual number of respondents in the relevant category.
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Because of major variations between black and white women in this .

samp le, all of the. discussion which follows will be for the

blac and smite respondents separately. 2 About 88 percent of the white

women a nd only two thirds of the black women were,marriedand living

with their husband in 1967.3 This higher incidence, of marital

disruptiin among black women is associated :.nth higher levels, of work

participation, as will be shownbeloy. Also, the vast madority--about

ao percent--of women of both races had school `age children. Even tore

relevant from a labor forte perspective; slightly over one third of

both black and white women in 1967 still had a youngest child under the
owe 1

age of 6. By 1972; the figure had declined to around 15 percent. As
, . ..-----

ay be noted in Table 1, this decline partly'reflected the agihg

process and in addition was. associated wish earlier Patterns of

childbearing among some membeis of this cohort of women. In particular,

Women who were 35.to 39 showed asignificant decline in the. presence

of preschool age children over the five year period; partly, reflecting

2
Also, all comparisons across years will be limited to women

interviewed in all years to avoid Problems associated *Mild' selective,
biases due to non-random attrition patterns. In addition, all of the
data in MIP,s=CM-q11ArP ti2r1967 -augia-otherui.sa:apecitied,

3
The white non married'spouse pie-Sent group included 6.3 percent

sep arated or divorced, 1.6 percent widowed and 4.5 percent never married.
The Black non married spouse present group was Predominantly separated

or diyorcea (21.6 percent),.5.2 percent widowed and 7.1 percent never
married. finis, of cpurse, varied somewhat by age. By age 40-44; about .
2.5 percent of the white women and 7.0 percent of the black women were
widowed. These percentages represent the percentages of the total
respohdents, regardless of marital status.
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'Table 1. RERezaTAGE 017 MATURE WQMEN't COHORT WITH PRESCHOOL

. CHILDREN IN 1967 AND 1972 BY RACE Alb AGE'--/

'7

.
,

Race and age

.
Nutaber, of

re spopdent s

i9674 , IN:doer-of,

4eStondents
1972

\ Whites

36-34
35-39
4o-44
45749 7

. Blacks

30-34

35-39
40-44

3;005_

968.-
951

1,086

1,110

338
367 .

405 .

.(2/) ,

36.7

57.3.0.--:

X7.3
147.7
(2/)

38.7.z

57.0 .

43.1,.
18.4

(2/)---

3,005

(2/)
968
951

1,o8.6

1,110

(2/)

338
367

/05

.

14..3

(V)
2.4
131
3.8

15.9

(2/)

28.8
16.9

,3.6

4,

1/ Sample 1fMited to'immen interviewed in all survey years.
2/.Data notayailable.

.
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an earlier average age for completion oakchildbearingtor womeff who

were 35 to 39 in 1972 compared to thei v- counterparts' This

5

decline would tend to *Oe associated with increasing. labor Three

.. .

-
participation rates fOr tha. five year age group*over the five pgar

. :
,period.

. '
...

he-bulk Of the women in the sample live in urba4 area (65-
,

4.
4

percent for the *bite w omen- and 72 percent for theblack women).

However, the racial distribution of residences within metropolitan

-11
area variek,trreatly with fully 60 percent of all the brack'women .

livfngin central cities aegmapared to only 21. percent

white counterparts. kTlis geographic cOmPoSition does not represent

any major shift these womee from whe n7they were 15 :,"ears ol

From a Socioeconomic perspective, about a third of the white

women are high school pouts (had Obmplet-pdelewen or less years
- .

of school) and about tweny percent have at least some college

.

-

4
Women.who-ere.35 to 39 in 1972 were on average about 20 years

of age in 1955. This represented approximately the peak 9f the post
World War baby boom. For example, retrospective current moPillation.
data indicate that the cohort of women born in 1915 to 1939 had their
children at earliei ages than any of the surrounding birth cohorts.
However, their age specific fertility was below that .of the other
two preceding five year cohorts above the age of thirty. See Table 3
in "Fertility Histbries-Jand Birth Expectations of American Women:
June 1971," U.S. Bureau of the Censut,'Current Population Reports,
-Series p720,'No. 263, U.S. GoveriAmegt Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
1974, X

5The-data referencing age 15 are somewhat cruder estimates 'than
the current residence status information. However, the crude comptrison
between current status and age 15 shows a very close match in Urban-
rural residexice status.

I

I.
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1. , education. Ili tontrast,,about 60,perceni of the black cabmen are high '

ii
, ,,.,

.school dropouts and tenement have attended or completed college. -

/
.

,

There is also significant variation by age
.

within the mature women's
cr$ -.

.

cohort with olderocwomen in the cohortkaving completed less education

v

than the younger women.
6

This represftts a major transition n2=

their parents' generatiokas fully, 67 percent of the white women and

about 80 percent of the blacks had mothers 'who had notcompleted

high'school. Dropout estimates were-even higher for the restiondentSt

fathers.

In addition to formal educational experiences, there also are.4

large numbers of 1.tomelk In the cohort who are .enrolled in'occlvationaT
.

fr

training .programs of one type or another. The percentages -hav-ing
.

taken training in any one year varied from bet'w'een 13 to 17 percent

for the white respondents to between 14 'and 18 percent for the black

women.
7

For both black and white women, the
mi

trend over the 1969 to

6
This trend toward increasing educational attainment continued

to the younger women coho rt of 11 to 24 year ola:do4aen as only 22

percent of the White 20 to 21t year old women not enrolled in,school
(in 1968) and ha percent of the 20 to 24.year &ld black, not` enrolled
'women were high school dropouts. This is the first of several
comparisons with the younger cohort of women aged 14 to in 1968

which will be made in this paper.

7
Unless otherwise specified, all of the remaining data in this

paper:will focus on women in the cohort who were interviewed in all
survey years. "While this may slightly affect i:he'national representa-
tiveness of some of the data it will increase the meaningfulness of
the data from the perspective of cross-year comparisons. Effectively,
what this does is to introduce any later year sample attrition. biases
into the earlier years. However, reflecting the low levels Of attrition
for the cohort (11 percent fdr white respondents anq$13 percent for
blacks in 1972), this is a relatively minor problem.\

1'
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1972 (the only YOrs'for which this information was available) pei-iod

Was dovniard, partly reflecting the fact that the older women in the.

cohOrt areess likely t6 to in a trRining program. In addition,

for black women there'vas a definite secular trend toward lower4

levels of training participation over the thre year period.

,Health problems are not an- inconsequent problem for this

cohort of women. Overall, by 1972 about 17 percent of the white

and about a'quarter of the black women indicated that they had a

health probl m tidat limited the amount or kind of work they could

do. Among e whlt4women, about 13 percent of those who were 35a

to 39 in 1972 indicated a health problem compared with'aboa 22

percent for the 45 to 49 year old group. CoMparable estimates for

.the black if n were 18 and 33tpercent-i-respectivalr. Thus, as this

cohort ages., the health factor will affect the ability of increasing

numbers of women'in this cohort to participate in the labor force.

.1121.

Commitment to the Work Fgrce

F.74nia casual glance at Table 2 suggests several ipportant

differences between the labor force activity of the black and'white

respondents. Black labor force participatioxi.rate& at all ages and_

in all years are higher than the white rates. It is of some interest,

7

however, to note several dramatic trends%that were dvidenced durinfg the

1967 to 1972 period and which resulted in a significant convergence, of

labor force participation rates between the two racial groups, In

A
1967 the overall labor force rate for the'white cohort was 46.8

4

percent, about 21 points below that for the black group. Over the' -

0-1

1
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Table 2. LABORODRCEPARTIC1PATION RATES, 1967 TO 1974,
BY RACE AND AGE II 1967 1

Race and. age in 1967' Number of
respondents

203 196 1971 1972 1974 '.

4

A

Whites 3,005 46.8 50.4 54.7. 55.8 59.1

30-34 968 43.3 45:2 51.4 53.7 59.2 , 'y
35,-39 551 4,6.4 51.3 56.4,, 55.9 61.6
40-44 1',086 59.3 54.3 56.2 57.4 56.6

B1acks, 1,110 67.7 67.9 65.7 64.3 66.1

30-34 338. 62.3 65.9 64.0 '62.3 69.2
35-39 '367 70.4 70.8 65.4. 64.0. 67.0
40-44 405; 70.0 66.9, 67.5 66.3 62.6

1/Sample limited to women interviewed survey years.

4, .

'I
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filipcyear period, the white rate gradually rose to 55.8 percept while '

4
7

the'black rate, declined slightly to 64.3 percent. As a result, the gab
.

in rates between the two groups was more than halved to less then nine

petceptage'points by 1972.

,F1,4sther:iiisight info this trend may be gained by examining labdr

force.participdtion patterns for women-who were 35'to 39and.40,to 4Z

;dears of age ii 1967 and 1912; These two five -year age groups over -

. 1.

'lapped both the 1967'apd 1972 surVei years and thus make possible

.1

separate examination of both the aging anft secular components of the
.

change, For whAe women; some of the increase inthe
4

overall level '

of labor force participation teflects the tact/that labor foece rates

increase as the women age past the prime child bea4ing years. Most

dramatic, however, 'art.the sharp secialar increases in age - specific
t-'

labor force participation rates; as maybe noted in Table 3, the labor

4,
force parpicipation rate for whitd.35 to 39 Year old women increased

by 7.3, points from' 40:4 to 53.7 pe'icent bet4en 1967 and -1972 and the
.4

ratd for 40to 44 year old women increased bralmost six percentage
,

points. For ihemost part, the rates specific to marital status also.
,

showed increases.

In contrast, the age specific black labor for4e,rates declined
. ,

sharp for Virtually all marital status categories. By far the largest

s.
It . .

. .

decreases are,tor black women who either were, separated or divorced.
,,, .....c ...tcat,t. Yyr,. ,.. ..c.s.,....,,;.., Ar,c.,ca_-.E.L,C-WOCre,,,,rC.C.C.C.C.C.,C.. vx,An

.i' . , ,
a 0

From, a slightly different perspective, in 1967, black separated or .

..,

divorced 35to 39 year old' women had labor force participationratet

about 22 i,oints a1ove those for their white counterparts. By 19724

,

z.
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Table. 3.:

Race and marital status

.LABOR FORCE P

- .

CIPATION RATES IN 1967 AND'1972 BY AGE, RACE AND MARITAL STATUSLI

W
1

hites 951 46. .4 968 53.7 -I- 7.3 1,086 5'0.3 951 55.9
. _ ,.

. ,

,

Married, spouse present ' 835 43.1 832 ' A9.6 * 6.5 949 ' ". 46.7 " 797_ 51%7 + 5.0
.

I
Separat .72.3or divOrce& 3 62.9 80 78.8, . +15.9 . 81 72.3 81 .81.5 + 9.2
Widowed 14 A2/) 11 (2/) (V) '28, 65.7 '29 67.1 --t 1.4 i
Never ;serried. 49 .. 81$5 . 45 ' 87.1 + 5.6 28 q9.1 . 44 80.6 - 8.5

. . i

Blacks 367 704 64.o - 6.0/ 338 62.3 - 8,1 405 70.0 . ,,361

Martied, npousepresent .!, 243 66.0 185 .62.2 - 3.8 - 267 66.4 _ 234 63.4 - 3.0
'Separated or divorced 86 - 84.8 104 63.0 -21.8 - .79 87.1 81 68.9 -18.2

Widpved' . . . 22 wr . 14 xV) (2/) 31 49.9 39 61.5 4'11.6
Never marriet

l'i1/4 (?../) 35 '56.9 (V) ..` 28 0'80.4 .13 (1) (ai)

25 caseeN . ,..

Wunber of
respondents

I.

Age 35 -to 39f _

Number of
,respoidefits.

1972 Change

1967 to
1972

Number of
respondents

1967 Number of

respondents

e 40 to 44

1972 ,Change

1967 to
' 1972 -

+ 5.6

2/sample liratrd to vomenintervieZred in all survey years.
Data not shove where sample size is less-than

I 4

rJ 1
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the wh4te rate was 16 points above the bldck rate. .Similar patterns

-.
..,

. .. ..

we
,

. .

',Vere eviaenced for the 40 to :44-year old age group, : ` .

. : ,...../
I v I ' ..

:
After noting the abbve, it is' also important to Indicate that, the , ,.go.e.

nationalIiongitudinal survey da a for both the older women's.

A
4 if

cohorts. differs systematically_ in several'imporpant,
r

. .

CPS or decennial census data.. In general, NLS *espondenps tresmore.
. .

f ,

am comparable

1, a

report
% 8 -likely to t marginal labor force attac nts. This often leads

i

to systematically pikher labor force es in t sample for black
,. e

.

.

respondents as well as- for °Categories, of women were large numbers are
. (.......----

.

employed part tame or with a job and not at work. Women who have'

recently had a child ofienifaii in this 4st Table 4.
..

,

.

providet CPS .and NIS labor force participatiOn rates by r ace,for

35 to 44 year old women in 1967 and 1972. 'It is evident that both
6

frog the pANe9tive-of cross-sectional level 9-cif participation as

well at ibhgitudinal trends in levels:of pa;ticipation that major

interpretive differences can result, depending on the data set one

uses. While both data sets suggest a convergence between black and,

white raies over the,five year peridd, the NIA convergence 4 muchle

8 .

. See,Parnes, H. et al. Career Thresholds vol. 4 Cantv for Human
RedOurceIesearh, The phic; State' University, February 1969, Appendix,
E for detailed comparison of the'data.frbm the NLS and from the CPS'.

2ee "Wort and Motherhood: The,Dynamics of Labor Force
Partpatiou Surrounding the First Brith" by Frank L. Mott eq.%
David Shapiro in Yew for Decision vol. 4. °Center for Human ftetourcer-".
Research, The Ohio State University, November, 1977.

.

13
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Table. 4. LABOR' FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES `IN 1967 AND

1972 'FOR Nis AND CPS. WOMEN AGE 35 TO 44,
BY RACE -

-
- Race.

I. NIS

1967 1972 1967

CPS

. Whites

-131rk:k.s

Differelice

55.1

61.9

_+ 6.8

46.4
60.8

1972

-56.f

60.7
+10.10

. ,

NOVE The NLS data in this.table arefor all reaPong.ents
interviewed in either 1967 or 1972. CPS ddta are annual .

averages and NLS data reflect interviewscrrigig out
approximately'during the period of April through Suhe.

**Examination of monthly CRS-data suggests no seasonal bias'
for the NIS interview mdrths, as the second quarter labor
force participation rates are virtually, identical to the =

annual average rates for both b1.4ck and white, 35 to-44
year old women.

*0

t

SOURCE: U.S. Dept. of'Laior,.Manpower, Admin. Manpower_
Report of-thPresident March 1973. Washington, D.C.:
u.s.p:p.o. Table Bo.--A-4, pp. 131-32.

_
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more pronounced. While all questions regarding which data set is more ..

"accurate" cannot be repolved, it is nonetheless important for

researchers to be aware of these differences since they can have

sigpificant implications- for nanycross-sectional and longitudinal

substantive labor force pnoyses.:

Whereas, levels of labor force participation shove racial

Convergence, a more careful examination of -the intensity of wofk

participation suggests other trends. As noted in, Table 5,.for
.

s y. -

*both white and black women, there.is a trend towards more-full time

;\
employment for those who are employed. This movement towards-more

full ;4fieloyment has, for white women, both an aging as well as

a secular c HO nent: within the women's cohort, der white women,

A

who on average have older children, are more likely to be employed

full time. Also, white women in a specific five year age group were

more likely to be working full-tite in.1972 than in 1967. Thus,

whether gaugedfiom the, perspective of labor force participation

levels or houN worked,.mature white women evidence increasing
-

levels of *ork commitment over the half decade.'

For` black women, there is no- pattern oaf .increasing full tipe

employment associated with aging per se. However, there is some

evidence of a secular £ncrease in full time participation for both

35 to 39 and 40 to 44, year old women:.

As was'thecase with black and white labor .force participation

.levels, major racial variations in work intensity appear when the

data are decptposed along-marital ditensions. While black women

1r,

R
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Raze and age in 1987 Number
: of ,

respondents

Total
marital
status

-White; 1/'-'1:265 57.8

_ 30- 381 52.7

35-39 .' r. 394'
N

55.0 I

. .

. t0-4h ,490 64..1

Blacks 635 . 411

30-34. 172. . 464.2

35-'39 213:' 64.3

4o-44 250 ..57.7

1967

NuMber
of -

respondents

A I

WEEK IN 1987 AND 1972, BY MAXTAL STATUS, RACE An ACE lB 1?671f
0

1712

spouse
1=aber
of .

Other
marital

Ihmber
of

Total
nirital

Nunher
of

Mirried,
Sp212Se'

Nyther
of

Other
marital el

present respondents status respondent.* status respondents present respondents status

1,00g 52.84_ 256 77.2 1,564 66,4 .1,239 62.2 325 82.9

i 295, -45.o ;86 78.5 481 62.8 381 56.7 100 86.3

32e--- 51.2 74 71.8 5O 68.0 393 aa 112 81.5

394. 60.0 : 96 80.1 578 68.3 465. 65.1 113 81.5
-4 . r

- 393---''59.3,. 242 : 65.9 60: 68.1 373 "' 71.4 258 63.o

98 64.4 74 63.3 192 64.9 10 73.7 87 '/- 57.3

138' 61.6 75 69.1 214 69.7 188 .71.6 76 66.4

15T , 53.8 93 65.1 225 67.7 130 69.3' 95 65.2

A/Samle vomen,intervieved in all surrey),

I
4.

4

-

. 4

t
4
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liviig with theirhusbands-are gene more likely,to be employed'
A

full timethan their whi arts, a reverse pattern exists for

von'vho do not have a husband present (incliuling the separated,
1%

divorced and widowed as well as never married). Thus,' black'women

vithou husbands present are not Only less likely to be in the labor

'force but, in,addition, are much less likely to be employed full

time, if they are working.

The increasing pattern of work attachment for the white women

in the sample is at least partIy a reflectiOn of the aging of their

Children. As noted earlier, the overall proportion of the white

cohort which had a preschoolchilereclined from 37 to 14 percent

'reflecting both their aging as well as historic differences 2-n
/ .

a

Childbearing patterns. Focusing more narrowly on white women who

were 35 to 44 yeari of age in 1967 and 1972x, it may be noted that

their labor force Participation rate incrased, from 48 to 55 percent

over till. five year period with about two of the seven point increase

reflectin a lower proportions with prucho* age children (see

Table 6).1 In'contrast black,Women at those ages, had their overall

- labor force participation rate decline.* seven-points even though
o

they ;also evidenced significant declines in fertility. That, all of

the above*patterns are.widespread may be evidenced-hy'the fact that

%
10
This statistic was arrived at by standardizing the 1967

distribution of.35 to 44 year old women against the child status
of their counterparts in 1972.

"1

I

a
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Table 6. LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES AND PERCENTAGE WITH PRESCHOOL CHILDREN FOk WOMEN AGE435 TO 4L1

YEARS OF AGE IN 1967 AND 1972, BY RACED

Percent with preschool
child

Labor force anticipation rate

i967 . 1972

: 1967- 1972 Total

With
preschool

child

WithoutA
preschoo

child
Total

With
preschool

child

Without

presChool
child

Mbite$ 27-3 20.0 48:4 26.3 56,7 54.8 34.9 59.8

= 2,037) (N = 1,919) N =2,037) (n = 546) = 1,491) (N = 1,919) (II = 386) (N = 1,533)

Blacks 30.5 22.5 70.2 55.9 76.2 63;2 47.4 67.9

(N = .772) (N =, 705) (N = 772) (N = 252) = 520) (N = . 705) (N = 173) = 532).

1/Sample limited, to women interviewed In all survey years.

19
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white participation. rates r e and black participation rates fell bOth

for women with an without preschool children.'
r

As a final dimension of labor force comMitthent, Table 7 presents

the distribution of weeks worked during 1966 and 1971 tor women

were emplOyed at4any time during that year.al In'both 1966.and.1971

the7vsit majority of women workers at these ages are employed for most

of:the year. Arouhd half are year round employees-61tOvlr three 4

quarters of the white workers and about 80 percent of -black workers
I

were employed over.26 weeks.' There :Ire no apparent major trends

alonithis dimension over the 1966 to 1971 period.

ON,

Income, Earnings and Labor Force Participation

The 1966 to 1971 period was one of rising real income,levels fors

the mature women's cohort. Overall, real white family income rose
,

16 percent and black income about 22 percent over the half decade

(Table B). Thit-trend_reflects a number of factors. First, most

of the women are in families Where the husbands are at ages where they

17

are approaching thelpL111. earning power. his is suigl.sted by the

general upward'slope for most of the five year income curves in Chart I.

However, of equal importance is the fact that real family. income for

women at the same ages in '1967 and 1.972 rose fou both' black and white

35 to 39 and 40 to 44 year old women.. This increase was particularly

pronouhced for the white women. The income matrix ift Table 9 further

*The 1966 statistic was for weeks;vorked in-Past year whereas the
1971 statistic yas:for weeks worked since last survey date.

s,

4
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Table 7. NUMBER OF WEEKS WORKED, BY RACE,: FOR 19661111)D 1971=1

4

/- Race

Whites

i %
Percentage'distribution 1 i

I
, -MedianNumber of

Total ,. 26 veek 27 to 48 49 weeks i number,respondents
j or less weeks -or more lof weeks

".10

Mean
number

of weeks

1'966 1,388 100.0 23.5 22:7 531 N. 50.1 394T

1971
4 ',

Blacks

1,227 100.0 15.2 . 40:8 44.0 46.6 40.8

1966 768 100.0 21.5 23.Q , 55.4 - 50.9 40.2

1971 527 100.0 11.8 3512 53.2 - 4 18 42.7

4ample limited to women interviewed in all survey years and who reported
any income from wages, salary, commissions or tips from all jobs before deductions:

e

Oa.
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Table'8. WAN FAMILY INCOME BY RACE AND YEAR

'Year

) .

Ilhites
,

I Blacks' . . .

.

Ratio of
white to
black
inope

Number of

respondefits
Mean adjusted

to'1967 collars
Number, of

respondents
.

.

Mean

. _
. ,

c

Mean adjusted
to 1967 dollars

,1966 ,2,381 ' $.9,366 9,647 ..945
'1 45,6/45 1171

1968 ?,055 10,98 .10,520 833 7,049 6 767 1

'1970 2,414 C,12,764 . 10,977-. 917 7,807" 6,714 1.63

i971 1,955 13,648 0 11,191 799 $,391 6,881 1.63

1 /Sample limited b women interviewed in all survey years.

* ,
,/

+.0
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Chart 1. MEAN FAMILY INCOME, .1966 THROUGE 1971, BY AGE.AND RACE IN 1967

(n 1961 DOLLARS)

".."'

..

4

... 35-39 Whitq

:140-44 White

30-54 White

..'
.4"

4

40,-44 Black
--->"-:35-39 Black

30-134 Black

1 1

r

to.

4.966 1968 25
YEAR

1970 1971
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Table,-9 TOTAL FAMILY INCOME 1971 BY TOTAL PAM:U.1=0 1966 4ND RAC-/

Total family
incase 1966

and race

Whites
.

"Less than $3,000

$3,000-- 4,99i .

$5;040 - 7,499 .

$7,500 --- 9,999

$10,006 or more

i f ,
Maas

Lestithan $3,000

$3,000 = 4,999'.' .

$5,000 -, 7,499,

$7,500 -9,999

$10;000 or more

21

Ntmber of
respondents

Total family income 1971'7

(percentage distribution) 'Vertical
percentage

distributionTotal Less than
$3,000

''4,999 -
45,000
7,499

,87--,500-9999 $10,000
or more

1,11; 100.0 5.9 8.3 14.8 18.3
_

'`52.7 100.0

100 100.0
.

34.0 25.7 15.2 , 10.2 14.9 5.6

164 100.0 16.9 30.3 26.2 11.7 14.9 9.2-

359 100.0 . 5.7 8.8 29.5 30.3 25.8 21.9

381 .... 100.0 011 - 4.9 12.7 26.9 54.4
/53r,

610 ' 140.0 2.3 2.5 5.1 . 9.1 80.9 39.3

S

693 100.0 21.6 23.6 22.9 13.6 18.3 100.0

216 100.0 46/3 31.3 10.74 8.3 3.4 8:1'

195 100.0 17.5 37.3 29.7 8.6 , 6.9 27.0

139 100.0 10.8 15.5-, 31.4 28.0 ,14.3 21.4

72 1000 6.4- *.04,4 9.6 31.1 19.7 33.2 11.1 .

71 2.441.0 6.6 3.1 13.5 6.3 70.4 12.4,

1/Sanple limited to women interviewed in all survey years. All income is adjusted, to 1967 dollars:

4.

7

it
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illustrates the asymmetry in faMily income transitions weep 1966 and

1971. For all 1966 income categories,lxcept the highest* there was.

more movement upward in adjpsted income levats.by 1971 than movement

downward. This pattern was particularly'pronourTed' for white

ondents.
12

I t,

z

Charts 2 and 3 'exPlore oneparticular dimension 61' this income

picturethe transition from pover, utilizing the official CPS
I

poverty definitions for 1966 and 1971. The major racial vitiations

in ti* proportion of respondents living below the poverty,lpe as well

as'the tigAlcant declihen those proportions betwoienI966 and

.1971 mac be noted inliart 2. The overall white Proportion below the

poverty line declined from about 9 to Ass thank:percent during the

period; the blank proportions declined from 42 to 33 pergent.13 Thus,

even though the black proportiOns declined nine points over the

-.;eriod,,,the average black woman in 1971 still wa more than-six times

INkIikely to beOlcving in poverty than her white counterpart.

12This pattern was also generally apparent for the separate five
year age group with upward income mompments most pronounced 'for the
,women who were 30 to.34 in 1967.. Also., for black women, the upward

is only evident for respondentS with family 'income below

$7,50b

1 , .

13
The official poyerty de'finition is based on the relationship

between the familkis income level, the number of family members -and
whether or not they are living In an ur,; or rural area in the
relevadt year. See the following U.S. *; eau of the Census publications;'
all in the Current Ponulation.Report series, "The Extent of Poverty in
the United States 1959 to 1966" 10-60'No. 54, "Revision in Poverty
Stpistics 19'59 to 1968," P-23 No. 28 and "Characteristics in the Low
Income Population 1971" P-60 No. 86.

,
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. ... w .
Chart 2. CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILY INCOME IN RELATION Ta

...-

POVERTY LEVEL, 1966 AND 1971, BY RACE
; 100._

,. .
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diart 3. '4' DISTRIBUTION OF 1966 POVERTY GROUP IN 97;., BY RACE
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Chart 3 hiOlights the stability of poverty nstatUs" for this, age

group of vromien,'41if all the wtite women living in poverty in 1966; while
.

!'70 perc61 i)ere.above the poverty line in1971,'only.45 piercent'we're

above the 1.5 times-the poverty level and 30 percent were in a family

with an income more than twice the poverty level. Black poor families,
. -

are even less successful in improving their status as almost 60 percent
' ii''' .1 . .

of the black iomen'in poverty imE1966 were still in poverty in 1971.
VI*

Thus, it is clean that poverty represents much more of a perpanent
.

status for the black women' in the HIS sample.

Shifting'from overall family income levels to the respondents'

contribution to,that income, Table.10. indicates the average respondent

earninge in,l96tisnd 1971 for all respondents as well as for respondents

at some time during the year. Overall, black and whitewho Fro

women increaSed their real earnings about 26 and 29 percent, respectively,

over the five year period. However, black working women increased,

their real anutil earnings almost 40 percent over the period compared

with only 16 percent for white working women. As a r!sLilt, the

.

absolute annual earnings adVantage,of white working women declined

from 724 dollars to 283 dmillars. It is of some interest to note that
- 5

.

this earnings 'differential narrowed even though there was no narrowing

+
in the occupational differences (as measured here) between black and

white employed women. In both 1967 and 1972, about two thi.t.ds of

employeewomen held white collar jobs as compared with 27-percent

of baaek employed women ;n 1967 and 32 percent in 1972. Black women
.

.

in this age eihelk continue to be primarily employed in service'and



Table 10.' RESPOND-4TP NZAN AMA/. EARNIEGS (ix 19$7 DOLLARS) IN 1966 A! 1971 Br RACE AND AGE IN 196721

.

Race and
acle

einly(

All respondents Respondents-vitt:a earnings 1*, year

`Etnier of
respondents.

-1566 rasher of
respondents

1473. Percentage

change
.Sa=ber, of
respondents

1966 Zber of
respondents

1971 Peicentage
change

Etites 2,963 $1;522 2,949
}

$1,970 +29.4 1,b12 $3,192 1.568 $3,694

30..3b 955.. .1,348 955 1,8113 +36.7 433 2;989 513 3,423

35-39 012 1,494 935 1,981 +32.6 447 3,1b5 497 3,711

40-1;4_ 1,066 1,704 1,059 2,072 , +21,6 532 3,394 558 3,925

/ Blacks 1,097, 1.790_ 1,080 2,257 426.1' 779 2,468 693 3,411'

30-34 335 1,619 330 - 2,094 429.3 .236 2:310 '213 3,170,

35-39 361 01,834 85, 2,275 424.0 255 2,493 233 - 3 380

40 4 hos 1,900 394 2,383. +25.4 288 2,580 247 3,657

1/Sinsple limited to yawn intervievwd in all surveNrears:.

t15-

41k.5

+18.0

+15.6

+38.2

+37.2

N

+35.6

44.7

.



blue co/lar"JObs: In addiiioh, it maybe reCalled'that there were -no

overall significant differences between white and black women either in-

the.average number of ',Weeks worked.in 1966 or 1971 or in the average

.number of hours worked'per weelt.

further breakdown of the respondents' earnings by weeks worked

in the past year indicates that a substantial proportion of the

improvement in the black respondents' earnings position-reflected

higher black earnings for year-round workers. In 1966, white women

working, 52 weeks during the year earned fully 50 percent more than

their slack counterparts= -$11458 (in 1967 dollars) compar with $2954.

By 1971, white full-year workers had increased their mean annual,

earnings marginally to $4638 while the same black women now earned

$4066. Thus., while differences still remained, the black women had
,

made substantial Inroads towards attaining earnings parity.

The same could not, however, be said for, her male counterpart. -

The average white husband (to the female respondent) incrsed his

,..-annumtearnings (in 1967 dollars) from $7279 in 1966 to. $7970 in 1971;

while the average black husband went. from $4523 to $50§5% Thus, in

both years, .Nae average white husband earned approximately 60 percent

more than his black counterpart.

Given the fact that black women earn only slightly less than white

women and that black men have'earnings, well beloir white woman;

should notbe surprising that the average black womanmakes a much

more subptantial.contribution to her family's income: Focusing more

narrowly on husband-wife families in Table 11, it may be noted that 3



Table 11. WIVES COHTRIB1JrIOH TO FAMILY INCOMEli IN 1966 AHD 1971 EY RACE FOR MARRIED WOMEN
WITH SPOUSE PRESENT.V

e

*71966

Mein
. fmnfly

income

Mean i

respondent L
earnings

1971

Respondent Lean Mean Respondent
contribution YmniLy respondent contribution
(percent) income earnings {percent}

Whites $10,2Q5' $1,318 12.9 $12,191 . $1,866 15.3

..(N = 2,070) H = 2,071)- (g = 1,607) = 1,608)

Blacks j $ 6,968 $1,746 25.1 $. 8,538 $2,295 26.9

(N = , 601) (N*= 601). = 452)* (N = 454)

1 /AU incomes is in 1967 dollars.

.2/Sample,31mited to respondents interviewed ifi ill'survey years.

I
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_ . / i-----the. average black wife contx!ibutes about2one-fourth of-her kardly's

1
.

.

income compared with substantially smaller proportions' for tie average
,,-- ----,, .

14 . . ,

white yawn.

Attitudes Toward-Bore and Work

Much of 9ce labor force, data pretented are consistent with th

notion that withid the mature women's cohort, there are some iM ations

of a shift tower

in real earnpg
s.

not the behavior patterns noted above are consistent wi.b titudes

toward work and family roles exuressed by these women. n-the 1967 and

creasing work ictivity and concomitant i reases

It is thus of some interest to examine wh ther or

'1972 interView, the women wereasked several question/ concerning.

their feelings about home_ind work. Table 12 sugges s how these ideas,

changed during the five year period:, For both the'i1Jems in Table 12,

there was a definite shift toward more positive ideas,abont Market wow)

for both black and white 35 to 39 and 140 to 44 year olds, the age

groups common to the two interview years. Only black women 35 to 39

1W
years of age showed no shift towards more pcisitive work.valuea'.15

41(
i4
These proportions show no variation:by-age of respondent.

15
A similar trend may be noted for icemen 20 to 24 in 1968 and 1972

for the young woman'scOhort in Table 12a. There are no clear age
trends'on these attitude items between the younger and mature women's
cohtirt. On the other hand, there has been little change between 1967
and 1972 in the percentages of husbands with a favorable attitude
toward his wifel,a working. ForSothAlacks and whites in 1967 'and
1972, the percentage giving a ifavorable response is about 56.. See
Parnes et al. Dual Careers, voN4, December, 1975, pp. 13715.

1



Table 1?. ?Meth:LAU AGR2EING WIM.SPECIFIM WORK ROLE A!"""71ES 15 1967 AND 1972, BY RACE ANIE}Ent
. OLDER WOMEN'S CORORT1/ 4

4

4
Race and age

1967 C 1972

NuMer of
reswndilits

Oksy'to work.

if husband

agrees

May tcwork
even if

husband
disagrees

of
e:..ndents

Okay to work
if husband

agrees

Okay to work
even if

husband
disafrees

Whites, 2,915
.

74.7 12.6 2,945 83:1 26.5-

947 TT.5 13.3 (2/) (2/) (2/)

351=39 931 76.8 13.3 947 86.9 22.6

0-44 1,067
.
70.2

7
11.3 931 84.2 19.7

45-49 (2/)- (2/) 1,067 78.6 / 19.2

Blacks 1,679
_ -

82.7- 23.8. 1,079
.A: .:

66.2 29.1

30-34 328
.

84.9 23.2 (/) (2/) (2/)

35-39 360 88.0 25.4* 328 87.9, 34.9

40-44 391 76.0 22.9 36o 86.1 28.6

4 ,9 ,(?/) (V) (2/) 391 85.3 24.14

liSeriple limited to women interviewed in all survey years.

'2/Data not available. c



Without.attempting to clarify 4rections of ciliation between work*

attitud6 'iA4 work behavior, it is nonetheless of-interest to note that
-._ ,

women attached to the labor force in'bOth 1967 and 1972 were generally

much more likely to shift towards more positive attitudes. A comparison

, of -women who .were working in 1967 and 1972 with those who were not working

at either point in time indicated in' na'rticular that the percentage of

women who,felt it was,"all right" to work even if their husband disagreed
,

increased sharply foi both black and white womenat all ages (see Table-

13y. -In addition, the results for both attitude items, for the employed

and not employed, are generally.--consistent with the notion that More ...

p&itive attitudA toward work may be found among the younger women.

The 1967-1972 comparion for the above attitude items in Tables 12

and I2a indicate a definite seculae'shift towards more positive stork

attitudes over the half.decade./ TabIe,1) presents the results of a wider,

series of 'work role items which have also been asd of both the younger

dna older women's -6ohorts, _but to date for only one point in time. These

cross=sectional.results do provide some further clarification regarding

variations in artnnes towaras work roles in 1972 for two generations of
c

women'coverliag g 30 year span from age 18 to age 49. Indeed, by comparing,

work role attitudes of 18 to 23 and 45 -Co -49 year old women one is

essentially comparing the attitudes of two successive generations' of

Amerhn women. Most of the attitude items suggest that younger women

haVe more positive attitudes regarding their ability to combine the home

and market work roles. Most of the items with the greatest age discrepancy

are,non-economically based. In particular, young women are much less 3(a



Table 12a. PERCEiliAGEAGREEING WITH SPECIFIED WORK ROLB-ATTITUDES IN 1968 AND 1972, ,B'( .RACE
AND AGE IN 1968: 'YOUNG WOMEN'S COHORT,

Race and
age in 1968

1968

Number of
respondents

Okay to work
if husband

agrees I

19721

Okay. to work Number of Okay to work Okay to work'
even if respondents" if husband even if
husband
disagrees

agrees husband
disagrees

Whites 3,173 66.7 12.4 3,157 82.3 25.0

24-19 1,829 67:7 12.4 1,819 24.4

20-24

c-
Slack's

1;344

1,254

65.1

82.3

12.4

19.0

1,338

1,247

84.5

92.3

26.0

29.4

14-19 s. 818 ,83.1 20.0 -815 92.1 2943

20-24 436 80.9 17.5 432 92.6 29.6.

2/Sample limited to women.interviewed in 1968 and 1972.



Table 13. pmENTAGE AGREEING wisa SPECIFIED WORK ROLE ATITIUDES IN 1972E EMMEN STATUS IN 1967 (1968A/
AND#29724-RACE AND AGE IN

Age in 1972

Okay to work if husband agrees Okay to work even if husband disagrees

Number_of
respondents

Employed_
1967 (1968)
and 1972

&caber of
respondents

Not employed
1967 (1968)

and 1972

Number of
respondents

Niites

18-8
24-28

35-39

ltwo,

43-49

18-23

24-28

35-39

40-44

45-49

399 82.7 590

444 82.1 380

309 89.4 366

337 86.5 327

426 80.7 386
1.2

Errployed
1967 (1968)

and 1972

Number of
respondents

Not employed
1967 (1968)
and 1972

80.0 398 26.0 590 22.6

83.9 444 1 28.3 381 20.2

82.4 310 I 29.0. 366 16.7

83.2 336 : .27.5 327 12.5

75.6 426 20.7 386 17.2

118 9413 375 92.4 118 40.4 375 .28.5

151 96.0 2.31

.

93.6 151 _28.3 232 30.2

138 85.5 85 88.8 138 38.2
1

84 25.2

182 93.4 - 92 71.1 182 35.0 92 16:7
200 81.8 91 84.2 200, 28.3 : . 91 12.9

0

15 ;967.

1/For %men age 18 to 28, the-appropriate survey year. is 1968. For vomen age 35 to 494 the appropriate suiyey, year.

vo. women age 18 to 28, the sample is limited to vomen interviewed in 1968 and 1972. For women age 35 to 49, the

..

sample is limited to women interviewed all survey years.

38



Table 14. PERCENTAG4 AMEEING WITH SPECIFIED WORK OR FAMILY ROLE ATTITUDES IN 1972, BY RACE AND AGES

Number of
respondents

Modern
conveniences

Woman's

place is
Job provides

tile with
Wife who carries

out her Tull
Working

wife feels
The

employment
Working wives
help to raise

Working
wives lose

2§ployment
of both

Race,and age
, permit a wife

to work
in the
bow

interesting
outside

family

responsibilities
more

useful
mtvives
leads to

the general
standard of

interest

in. their

parents is
meEessary

without contacts doesn't have than one more living homes and to keep up
. neglecting

Zama,*
time for outside
employment

who does
not work

juvenile
delinquency'

families
.

with the
high cost
=of living

Whites
.

18-23

28

1,819

1,339

69.3

62.1

33.5

49.3. ,

92.3
89.2 '

2731

31.2

46.9
41:3

244,

29.4

81.5

80.4

11.5

24.1

47.3

48.8

2\35-39 952 59.5. 42.8
88.5.

,37.8 45.2 40.7 79.9 16.5 57.2

40-44 933 61:9 44.8 88.7 3e.6 50.8 42.7 83.8 19.2 60.8.

45-49 1,076 62.6 45.9 87.5 41.5 49.5 51.1''
.

82.1 23.2 65.0

Blacks '10,16

13-23 815 80.8 28.5 86,2 27.4 61.4 20.0 . 88.9 8.2 75.9
24-28 431 76. 35.5 82.1 33.5 61.8 23.3 88.1 9.5 81.7.

A,.

35-39 328 76.0 46.2 80.4 45.3 59.1 41.9 89.2 16.3 84.9

40-44 360 75.4 49.9 78.T 47.2 . 67.1 40.8 85.7 18.8 81.7

45-49 390' 77.4 48.7 76.9 51.4 68.9 49.1 87.5 21;.1 83.7
it

Wror Wean age 18 to 28, sample is united to those interviewed in 1968 and 1972. For women age 35 to 49, the sample is limit-el, to
those interviewed all survey years.

ti
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I.

t

35

likely to believe thet...4) employ meg4 leads' to juvenile :delinqu9necjzi..(2)

. .

,

wives with family.responsibility don't have time for outside employment;
7b.

(3) Agiaman's place.is #.the hgme; and (4) workingwives lose imprest in

.-eheii family. ,,The item most closely associated with general ecadomic
4.

Circumstances (working wives help raise the general standard of .iving)-

'shows.no variation by age as both younger and older women, show strong

agreement with the statement.
1

However, older white womenwere significantly more likely to feel

that the employment of both parents is necessary to keep up with the high

cost of living. Thislundonbtedlylitflecta a greater awaness of ecohomic

realities': This item and possibly the one stating that "working wives feel

e usefidu,are the4only two of tha nine where the older women have atti-

t des more positively correlated with likelyrwork activity than the younger
4

women

,

f all of the aboVe attitude variations do.refleataecular variations

in work' attitudes, it is expected that the younger women will have higher

--levls of work activity than their older counterparts in the- years0eadts

To the, extent that the se attitude shifts day reflect the aging pe6ces4.

the above would not necessarily be'true. Subsequent survey rotinAg which

include iepetitions of these attitude items will help to clarify these
4 '

-'emtative'predicti4ns.
. '

6 I
def.' While many of the attitude items in Table 14 'show similar racial_ r ._. ,

e f
.

patte there are indeeilseveral important differences in the level
1

of tile- espouses. On a AuMbr of items the black responses are more

positive. In pArticular, as might be eXpected, black women feellauch
'..

, #

more strongly that the employment of both parintp.is necessary tekee . ,

C



:up'irith the high cost of living.- In addition, black women are much

more likely to feel that a working wife feels more useful than one who

4-4does not work.

It is of some interest

for these attitudinel items

to note that much of the racial discrepancy

reflects differences between black-and

,..white women wi\o are not working., As may be noted in Table 14a, black

and white emplOyed women are both quite likely to.reel that "employment

of both parents in necessary" and "wo wives feel more useful"

(although, even here black responses are, so more positive). 'However,

when one examines ehe responses of the not employed women, almost 80
0

percent of black women feel "employmente both parents in necessary"

Compared with less than half of the White women. Also, about. 55 percent

oftthe black not employed feel "working wives feel more useful" compared

with about 35 percent for-white women who are not working.

'These results are certainly consistent with the idea that there. '

is a substantial proportion of the nonworking female black population

'1which sees the nee 34 for meaningful remunerative employment but, for

whatever the reasonsl_is currently unable to meet that-need.

FuOher.-eviderece Of the complex mgnner in which home and work

,roles may be associated both with secular change and the aging process

per se may be noted'in Table 15. This table decrir6s the extent to

which married husband present women between--the' ages of 21 and 51

share Various home activities with others. These data, only available

Prom .the. 1974 survey of-mature women and the 1975 survey of young

women are presented both for all women in the sample as well as for women

who were employed onliitt survey date.



Table 14a. PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN 35 TO 49 YEARS OF' AGE AGREEING WITH SPECIFIED WORK OR FAMILY
ROLE ATTITUDES IN 1972 BY RACEPLOYMENT STATUS

-

Employed- Not employed Black - white

differential

White 'Black White !Black Employed Not employed
Modern conveniences permit work without.
neglecting ropily

Woman's place is in hOMe

Job provides wife with interesting
outside contacts

Wife who carries out her full family
responsibilities doesn't have time
for outside employment-

69.0 79.5
(1619) (665)

34.3 41.9

92:7, 82.1

26.9 141.6

Working wife feels more useful than one
who does not work '60.3 70.1. -

The employment of wives leads to more
'juvenile delinquency 35.6 38.3

,WoAing wives help to raise the general
standard of living . 88:3 90.6

WOrkinE -wives lose interest in their.-
homes and families 12.8 13.8

Employment bf both parents is necessary
to keep' up with the 4gh cost of living 74.4 86.1

52.4 70.7 +10.5 +18.3
(1386) (445)

56.7 59.4 + 7.6 = 4;12.7

82.9 72.4 -10.6 -10.5

52.8 -59.4, +14.7 + 6.6

34.7 -56.7\ __+ 9.8 +22.011,

s

56.3 53.9 _4- 2.7 - :2. li

74.5 81.9 + 2-.3 + 7.4

28.1 ,30.2 + 1.0

--

1,45.5 78.5 +11'.7 +33.0
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Wtle 15. FERCHITAM OF RESPOIDEMS WITH SOLE RESFOX= FOR BEL.-JECUSEHOLD TAM
IN 1974 11975W BY RACE AID ./t&-/

?ace and au

Whites

21-26 -,

27-31

37-la

42-46

4-51

Blacks

21-26

27-31

37-41
h2-46

47-51

All respondents

Bober of
respondints

Grocery

aboPPing

chit T3
-care,

Cooking. Cleaning
dishes

Waping
clothes

Yard and
bone

maintenance

1,107 56.5 39.g

1,012 67.8 41.4
.

816 74.4 - 44.3.

795 71.5 35.7

881 62.2 20.7
1

287 *45.8

224 61.8

182 - 53.9

- 227 60 5

. 236 60.9

74.1 .65.7 65.8 80;5 9.9

76.7 -65.7 67.8 84,3 11.0

72.3 45.0 52.1 77.4 7.3

75.8 54.7 59.3 81.5 9.0

78.0 59.2 63.8 81.2 9.6

35.5 73.9 63.1 58-.2 70.7 17:0

16.1, 71.7 55.9 65.2 82.1 12.1

37.2 56.3 :36.5 36.5 5,6.7 .
6.5

30.6 68.6 34.8 41.7 57.1 7.6

17.5 72.7 52.1 . 60.0 '68.4 9.4

Whites

21-26 51.6 20.i_
27-31 .

411.5 24.2 ' 65.8

37-41 432 ,f, .-69;0 30.8 63.9
42_46 .14 741.., 27..4 .6-1.,3

h7-51 *.4,- It ItI :6 -. 12.2 69.6

Bieck' - ISM., ,..- #, -

I, 21-26 ,

Baployed respondents
- -

V.

27-31

42-46

47-51

55.7 55.0

53.9

43.7

9.1 52.2

, 58.2

54.0
75.2 6.0

- 8.2`
69.4 5.2,

77.1' 6.2

76.1 8.9

.. ,

155 . k fi.3. ,.. 24.0 69.1 54.5 45.4 . '614:0_ 11.2
0 , es

132 ,.. 65:5 35.4 64.2 52.7 59.7 78.7. 7;8

113 .- 55.8 . 31.8 53.5 31.3' 28.9 . 54.4 4.3 `

140 4h.6 . 21.6 64.5 27.9 35.0 -51.11 6.5

139 62.8 9.5 72.1 11.1 60.9 70.8- 5.5

- .

. 1/For wizen ace 21 to'31', the yropriate survey year is 1975. For vonen age 37 to 51, the
.appropriate survey ipar is 104. Questions asked only of vomen who were married vith spouse
present. , .

,..
.

-

2/For ikcen age 21'to 311 the sanple is baited to those interviewed in 1968 and 1975. For

-age 37 to 51, the sample is limited to those interviewed Ill survey years. .

Includes: family-units vhicb do not have children in the home. '
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Generally speaking, cooking, washing dishes, cleaning houffe and

washing clothes are household tasks for which the wife appears to be

most likely to have sole responsibility during the early years of

marriage. After the age of thirty, there is _some reduction in the-
-.

proportion of women having sole responsibility for these tasks, but

then increases in sole responsibility are evidenced once Sgain as the.

married woman approaches thepost child-raising period. It may well

be that the pattern,ofheavier responsibility by the wife in the

early marriage years is simply a reflection of the fact that she is

more-likely to be in the home a greater proportion of the time becadse

- .

she has young children. As the children age and her prdbabkity of

employment increases, the necessity for others to s responsi-

bilities withlber increases. At the upper end of t ctrum

we-may be witneSsing a secular phenomenon as women of neration

may always have been more likely to assume sole responsibility for

household tasks. -The major exception to this pattern was child care

responsibilities which declined with increasing age reflecting the

reduced need for this kind of assistance among the older women. Also,

black women werenSpally more likely to share family responsibilities

than white women. The same age and,racial patterns'were evidenced for

working women in the sample. .

,

Ig

In general, the women in the labor force shared family responsibilities

to a greater extent than nonworkers.16 However, while sole responsibility

16Harr
let

husbands share
r

r's findings are similar in that she finds black '
ousehold tasks than white husbands. Husbands of

4
1



-

for various

were _aft ere

maintained

both older and younger -women and for 'both races.

household tasks was lower,for the employed, the differences

somewhat marginal. In most instances; a working woman still

sole responsibility for most home tasks,

Summary and Conclusions ,

This was true- for

The data presented in this paper suggest a number of trends Which

in some instances are consistent with each other and in other_insiances

somewhat divetgent. For the most part, behavioral and/attitudinal
1

trends exhibited by white women were-consistent. Over the five year

1967 to 1972 period, the level df labor force participation-and the

_itkelibood of being employed thll time increased for white -omen.

While part of this trend reflected aging past and its-concornitant

effect on Childtraising, a major portion of the trend was secplgtr in

nature as women with specific delpographic characteristics increased

their work attachment. Women within all marital statue categories

showed significant increases in participation levels. This partly
0

.#16

reflected the-lower.propqrgon of women at a given age and dn a given

marital status category who had preschool children in 1972 -compared

frith 1967. Consistent with this increase in participation levels and

in average hours worked-per week, mean real earningsAfor white women

, .

lfwomen whb were in the labor force share more household tasks than
those whose wives were not in the labor force. See Harriet Presser,
"FeMale Employment and the Division of Labor Within the Home: .A

Longitudinal perspective." Paper presented at the Annual Meetings

of the Population.Association, St. Lohis, Missouri, 1977. .

f Of ,

46
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increased over the period. Part of the increase in real family for white,

families in this age rang-e--between 1967 and 1972 reflected these
I

increased real earnings of-vhite wives. How.ever, white wives' earnings
c

as apercent of fsmily income only increased matiitally from about 13-

to 15 percent during the five years under investigation. Not surprisingly,

there were parallel secular shifts toward more positive attitudes

regarding white wives working during the half decade.,

The black patterns were not as irate consistent. On an age

speiifio be/Ad, black labor force paiticipation rates declined significantly

between 1967 and 1972 even though they, as with the white women,

evidenced major secular declines in the proportion with preschool

age children: The most dramatic declines .in participation were witnessed

by those women .who were separated or divOrced. These women not only

shoved a sharp decline in probability of participation it also were.

less likely towork full time in 1972, if they did work.

However, the black working woman made impressive gains in real

earnings over the half decade. The mast significant gains were evidenced

by black women working full time year round. Mich of the growth in

real black family income between 1966 and 1971, reflected this impro
.

by black mOrking wives who contribute, on the average, about 25 pe?tent',.--
.

1-of their families' income.

As with the white voMenz black women showed overall shifts toward
Or,

more positive work attitudes, b1ut not to the extent that white women

did, since Black women in 1967 had already evidenced higher levels of

commitment to the joint work - family role.

47

1
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4

In summary, while white women generally increased.their participation

levels over the half decade, black women decreased theirs. Since black

labor fqrce participation levels were higher than white levels (on an

age and marital status specific basis) at the beginning of the five year

period, the net result was a major convergence in rates between the

rapes-over the period. This convergence was evidenced in its mosi

extreme form for wombn

women in' this category

who..were separate4 or divorced. ,In 1967, black

had labor force rates well above their white

counterparts. 3y 1972 the white rates were significantly higher.

A comparison of CPS labor force levels with -NLS levels indicate

a much greater convergence with our data set. The 'explanation for this

convergence cannot be found in this limited overvieli but may be

-.pay related to the differential ability of black and white women

at these ages to command market wages significantly above the income

levels which.they can accrue from various federal income transfer

programs.
17

Focusing more specifically on those women who are employed, black

%employed women greatly improved their earnings position vis a vis

---Tileir -white employed counterparts between.1966 and 1971. The absolute

17
Ross and Sawhill in their book, TirxdaiTransition, point out

that between 1960 and 1970, welfare benefits have"been rising relative
to market earnings. Between 196a and 1970, the t-average payment-

. recipient in the AFDC program increased 75 percent while the mean
earnings of wage and saldhed workers increased by 48 percent. See

Ross, Heather and Sawhill, Isabel, Time of Transition, Washington, D.C..:

The Urbin Institute,.1975, pp. 98-101.
t.
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annual earnings advantage of white working women, declined from over 700

to under 300 dollars. This relative improvement was most dramatic among

women who were employed year-raund full time. This positive finding

must, however, be tempered by one caveat which may be related to the

earlier'Cited declines in black labor market participation during the

period. To the extent that the decline in bla.ck labor force rates

/represezited7a "selecting out" process whereby they black, women with the

least earnings potential were most likely'toleaVethe labor force,

the,major increase in real earnings for nonleavers becomes less

surprising.

It was noted that whereas work attitudes of 'White working women.

were much more positiie than the attitudes of their nonworking counterparts,

the same was .not as universally true for the black women; black women not

at work felt as strongly that work was necessary on two key attitude items

as did working blirk women. All of the above suggest (admittedly

so,lewhat impressionistically) that there may well be &large latent

pool of black 0M8U available and desiring,- to work if the proper

conditions for employment existed and if, at least in some instances,

appropriate guidance, skill training and other socioeconomic assistance

were made available. The enormous discrepancy among black women between

actual patterns of work participation and apparent positive feelings

regarding the -economic and psychological need for work are, to say the
-

least, disquieting.
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Center for Human ResrceResearch

The Center for Human Resource Research is a policy-oriented r ch
unifbastd in the College of Administrative nce of The Ohio State U versity.
Established.in 19651 the Center is cons d with a Wide range of contemporary
problems associated with human okirce development, conservation and
utilization. The personnel include-approximately twenty senior staff members
drawn from the disciplines of economics, education, health sciences, industrial
relations, management Science, psychology,. public administration, social work
and sociology. This multidisciplinary team. is supported by apfroximately -50
graduiste research associates, full-time research- assistants, computer program-

- mers and other personnel.

The Center has acquired pre-eminence in the fields of labor market
research and manpower planning. The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor
Force Behavior have been the responsibility of the Center since 1965 under
cohtinuing support from the United States Department of Labor. .Staff have been
called upon for human resource planning assistance throughout the world with
major studies conducted in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, and recently the
National Science Foundation requested a review.of the state of the art in human,
resource planning. Senior personnel are also engaged in several other areas of
research including collective bargaining, and labor relations, evaluation and
monitoring of the operation of goverrunem employment and training programs
and the projection off health education and facility needs. .

The Center for Human Resource Research has received over one million
dollars annually from government agencies and privale foundations to support its
research in recent years. Providing support have 1 een the IJ.S. Departments of
Labor, State, and Health, Education and Welfare; Ohio's Health and Education

DepartMentsjand Bureau of Erfiployment Services; the Ohio cities of Columbus
and Springils elc4 the Ohio AFL-CIO; and the Georgi Gund Foundation. The
breadth ofese ch interests may be seen by examining a few of the present
projects.

The largest of the current projects is the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor Force Behavior. This project involves repeated interviews over a fifteen
year period with four groups of the United States population: older men, middle-
aged- women, and young men and women: The data are collected for 20,000
individuals by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, and the CenteUIS-responsible for
data analysis. To date dozens of research monographs and special reports have
been prepared by the staff. Responsibilities also include :the prepatation and
distribution of data tapes for public use: Beginning in 1979, an additional cohort
of 2,000 young men and women between the ages of 14 and 21 will be studied on
an annual basis for the following five years. Again the Center will provide
analysis and public use tapes for this cohort.

The Quality of Working Life Project is another ongoing study operated in
conjunction with the cities of Springfield and Columbus, in an attempt to
improve both the woductivity and the meaningfulness of work fOr public
employees in jer two municipalities. Center staff serve as third party
advisors, as as researchers, to explore new techniques for attaining
management-worker cooperation.

(Continued on insides of bac1 cover)
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A third area of research in Which the Center has been active is manpower
planning both in the U.S. and in developing countries. A current project fee t
OhioAdvisory Council for Vocational Education seeks to identify and inventor
the highly, .fragmented institutions and agencies responsible for supplying
vocational and technical training in Ohio. These data will subsequently be
integrated into a' comprehensive model for forecasting the State's supply of
vocational and technical skills.

Another foeusdf research is:co ective bargaining. In a project for the U.S.
Department of Labor, staff me are evaluating several current experiments
for "expedited grievande cedures," ivorking with unions and management in a
variety of industries. e procedural adequacies, _safeguards for due process,

0 cost and timing of the new procedure are being weighed Igainst traditional
arbitration-techniques.

Senior staff also serve as consultants to many boards and commissions at
the national and state level. Recent papers have been written for the Joint
Economic Committee of CongresS, The National Commission for Employment
and Unemployment Statistics, The National Commission for Manpower Policy,
The White House Conference on the Family, the Ohio Board of Regents, the Ohio
Governor's Task Force on Health, and the Ohio Go4grnfr's Task Force on
Welfare.

"the Center maintains a working library of approximately .6,000 titles which
includes a wide range of reference works and-eurrent-peridclicals. Also provided
are :Comptiter facilities linked with those of the University, and staffed by
approximately a dozen computer programmers. They serve the needs of in-house
researchers and users of the National Longitudinal Survey tapes.

.
. For more infdrInation on specific Center activities or for a copy of the

Publications. List, write: Director, Center for Human Resource Regearch, Suite
3851 1315 Perry Streit, Columbus, Ohio 43201.
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